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Abstract:
I n keeping with NASA's emphasis on "inspiring the next generation of explorers", the Planetary
Data System (PDS) has begun work on a new intuitive web interface that will provide easy access
to data collected by planetary exploration spacecraft. The ultimate goal of this tool is to allow
more citizens and students to become active participants in the exploration of space. The simple
interface allows the user to define collections of data based on intuitive search criteria, such as
geographic coordinates, feature names (Valles Marineris) and features types (craters). The
interface allows the user to download files in numerous image file formats, including JPEG, TIFF,
GIF, BMP, PNG and raw pixels. The user can access the collection for subsequent integration with
their educational tool or curriculum. I n this session we will describe and demonstrate the
interface and its capabilities, walk through user scenarios, discuss the relationship of this
interface to the PDS access tools and functions developed for the scientific community, and
discuss the potential for its utilization in K-14 formal and informal (museums, amateur groups,
etc.) settings. The tool discussed in the session is designed to provide a foundation for access to
planetary data and test for the basic, broad scope needs of the formal and informal educational
communities.
Poster Ideas:
1. Proposal: Create a simple interface available via the web, that allows software and curriculum
designers to easily create collections of space science data. These collections can then be
downloaded and subsequently integrated into educational content for use in the classroom.
2. Customer Input: Customer Input received from educators, curriculum developers, and
educational software developers on how space science data is used currently, what the
roadblocks preventing easy access to all the available data are, and what recommendations for
an interface. The feedback received is:
Usage - Images are currently used in the classroom as interest grabbers
0
Usage - Small percentage of educators explore digital images further
0
Roadblock - Lack of awareness of existing services
0
Roadblock - Lack of technical expertise required to peruse and use the data
0
Interface - Be able to search on familiar terms, such as volcanoes.
0
Interface - Be able to filter images based on quality
0
Interface - Be able to develop a "personal album" with favorite images

3. Interface Capabilities
0
Search criteria:
Latitude Longitude Search
Feature Search - taken from the International Astronomical Union (IAU) Gazetteer
(Feature names and feature types).
0
User can create collections of images
0
Output File Format Selection
0
Interface references existing Space Science Data Resources

..

4. Interface Search Criteria
0

0

.

Limit searches initially to Image Data
Interface to Planetary Image Atlas
Image Atlas currently interface for science community, new architecture moving
toward providing web services to a variety of different user communities.

0

0

.
.

Latitude Longitude Range Search
Currently supported by PDS Planetary Image Atlas
Feature Name and Type Search
IAU Gazetteer based search on feature names such as Crater, Albedo Feature,
Catena, Cavus, Chaos, Chasma, Colles, Dorsum, Fluctus, Fossa, Labes,
Labyrinthus, Mensa, Mons, Patera, Planitia, Planum, Rupes, Scopulus, Sulcus,
Terra, Tholus, Undae, Vallis, or Vastitas for Mars
Or by more accessible common geographic features types such as Crater, Surface
Feature (Brightness) Surface Feature (Roughness), Valleys, Ridges, Mountains,
Hills, Plain, Landslide, Lake, Dunes, Plateau, Fissure
Example Search: Find all the image data on Mars containing a valley. This query
would be translated to look in the gazetteer for the locations of feature types
Vallis, or Labyrinthus, and then return images containing those locations. A note
would accompany the query results informing the user of what had taken place.
Links to a complete reference detailing the mapping from scientific to more
accessible terms and further instruction detailing the use of either set of terms will
be provided.
Searches limited to level of quality of PDS collections selected by user.
The PDS is ranking the various PDS Data collections based on the criteria: level of
processing, completeness of collection, accessibility of collection (can the images
be easily viewed).
This ranking will be abstracted away from the user by allowing them to choose one
of three options:
o Search only the best data collections
o Remove only the least usable data collections
o Search all the available data collections
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5. Image Collections (Not yet completed in the current interface)
The user will be presented with a visual query result set, comprised of thumbnail images
and a limited subset of metadata.
0
The user will select which images of the result set to add to a collection.
0
Collections will be named automatically.
0
Collections will remain online and available to other users.
0
Subsequent users may create new collections by subtracting from or added to existing
collections.
0
Collections of images may be initialized by members of the development team.
0
Users may rank collections.

6. Output File Format options
User can select from many output file format options.
0
Java Transcoder Technology
PDS data comes in MANYdifferent formats
NASAVIEW image viewing software is required to read all PDS input formats.
0
NASAVIEW uses Object Access Library (OAL) to meet this requirement.

